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What can Chatna be used for? Chatna makes it easy to chat with your friends and family. Find the
closest places in your vicinity, chat about the football match, or speak to your friend using the

Chatna clients. You can also exchange private messages and send pictures and videos. You can even
keep your friends informed about your daily activity and mark your favorite places. Chatna includes
a client that enables you to chat with your friends, a server side that enables you to send messages
to your friends and a web browser that enables you to chat with your friends in a very simple way.

You can use the chat bar to send a message, or you can chat using the list of your friends. Features:
- Chat with your friends - Chat with your friends and near friends - Share photos and videos with your

friends - Save your favorite places - Send private messages to your friends - Sync your location on
the map with friends - Generate messages using SMS commands - Chat with a friend near you - Add
friends nearby - Create a group chat - Chat with your friends in real time. - Send private photos and

videos. What do you get with Chatna? Client Chat - Chat with your friends Server Chat - Send
messages to your friends Browser Chat - Chat with your friends in a web browser Web Chat - Chat

with your friends in a web browser Web Messenger - Send private messages to your friends Location
- Sync your location with your friends - Find the nearest places around you What is Chatna about?

Chat with your friends, near friends and the world, and share stories with your friends. Chatna
includes an application designed for you to chat with your friends, a server side that allows you to

send messages to your friends, a browser that allows you to chat with your friends and a web
browser that allows you to chat with your friends in a very simple way. You can even find your

friends close to you, follow them, communicate privately and share your favorite places with your
friends. Chatna takes advantage of the Synthetica platform, which enables it to be placed on

different devices and use multi-language support. Chatna is a powerful application that enables you
to chat with your friends, share your life, make new friends and have fun. Chatna is a software

program developed by the jljs software. We're always looking for some great chat software, so if you
have any
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✔ Chat without sharing your address ✔ Find and chat with your friends ✔ Create a Group with your
friends ✔ Work with your peers ✔ Light Chat without sound ✔...more 0 Ratings 5 Overall 2
Performance 4 Stability 0 Design 2 Aesthetics Have you been asking what to do when your friends
ask you to chat with them and you do not have a way to do it? This is why we developed Chatna,
which is an instant messaging application from the company that created the chat application Zoho
Messenger. Chatna is your friend, with a simple and intuitive interface that is simple and intuitive. It
has a minimalist design and features that allow you to chat directly without having to share your
address. A feature that you really appreciate is ChatNAmation, which allows you to create custom
names for your friends. ✔ Chat without sharing your address ✔ Find and chat with your friends ✔
Create a Group with your friends ✔ Work with your peers ✔ Light Chat without sound ✔...more 0
Ratings 5 Overall 2 Performance 4 Stability 0 Design 2 Aesthetics Have you been asking what to do
when your friends ask you to chat with them and you do not have a way to do it? This is why we
developed Chatna, which is an instant messaging application from the company that created the
chat application Zoho Messenger. Chatna is your friend, with a simple and intuitive interface that is
simple and intuitive. It has a minimalist design and features that allow you to chat directly without
having to share your address. A feature that you really appreciate is ChatNAmation, which allows
you to create custom names for your friends. 5 Overall 4 Performance 4 Stability 0 Design 2
Aesthetics eSlack is a light, secure, and reliable, secure, sync-based instant messaging and file
sharing desktop application for the Linux platform, using ejabberd as an XMPP server. eSlack is a
Dropbox replacement for Linux (with Dropbox package). eSlack is... 5 Overall 4 Performance 4

What's New In Chatna?

- Send personalized messages and copy paste your text into others to share your ideas - Keep in
touch with your friends at any time without being in front of a computer - Add your buddies as
Favorites to easily chat with them - Mute your favorite buddies - Chat with other users from all over
the world - Stay up to date with the latest news and hot trends through the news tab - View the feed
from other users with the "All in one" tab - Chat with your friends and exchange messages with other
users - Chat with your buddies with photos, weChat, WhatsApp and other chat apps SimpleChat is for
iOS. It is an open source chat interface for iphone and ipad, supporting AIM, Google Talk, Yahoo!
Messenger and Jabber. Chat Native is a cross platform chat client for Windows Phone 7 which allows
you to chat with your friends. It has two modes, one for long chats and one for short chats. Amsci is
an open source multi platform chat client designed to solve the problem of text and voice
communications over the Internet (IM, email, and instant messaging). I can’t conceive of a space of
Internet communications without chat. I used to be proud that my Apple (Mobile Me) account was
free (and I had space on my iPhone) to keep my social life. Chat for mobile is a free, open source app
that allows you to chat between mobile devices (iPhone/iPod Touch, Android) using many protocols
like AIM, Google Talk, Yahoo! Messenger, Jabber, ICQ and others. Nibblr is free to use and open-
source! The best chat client you’ve ever heard of. If you’re a long time Vim user, you’ll feel right at
home. Vimium is a free and open source add-on for the popular text editor Vim. Vimium was created
to solve web browser security issues by blocking JavaScript or other scripts that may be used by
malicious websites to gather information about your browsing habits. TinyChat is a java chat
application, it is a client side chat, so, chat with other users through public chatrooms, private
chatrooms, and unrateds. Are you looking for a personal chatroom? Please visit this. Triggers to chat
with friends from Facebook, Twitter and Google+ by ChatSocial is a web app tool that allows you to
post cross
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System Requirements For Chatna:

Minimum Requirements: Processor: Intel Pentium III or better Intel Pentium 4 or better Intel Core 2
Duo or better AMD Athlon X2 or better AMD Turion X2 (or better) AMD Phenom X3 (or better) Nvidia
Geforce GTX 460 or better Nvidia Geforce GT 520 or better AMD Radeon HD 5770 or better Memory:
512 MB RAM 1 GB RAM 2 GB RAM
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